
Quiet, somber background music plays as a video displaying around 30 chickens walking
around an open area of grass. They are exploring, pecking the ground, and appear to be
settled. The grass is long, the setting is bright, and the chickens are well spaced out. Above
the video is text reading “FREE-RANGE”. As the video plays, a label underneath it fades in
reading “EXPECTATION”.

The video is shifted to the left side of the screen and a new video plays simultaneously on the
right side, creating a split-screen. The video shows three chickens standing in a pile of dirt
with short, partly brown grass in the foreground and a building in the background with ‘pop
hole’ access at chicken height and a ventilation fan in the shed wall. A label underneath fades
in reading “REALITY”.

The “EXPECTATION” video continues to play, showing chickens outside, eating from the
grass-covered ground, and in plenty of space. The “REALITY” video cuts to the inside of a
building, which is dark and contains many chickens. The video cuts again to show the inside
of the building which is filled with chickens to the extent that the ground between them
cannot be seen. The chickens are drinking from long red tubes that stretch the length of the
building. The building is dark and the small entrances to the outside can be seen, very few of
the chickens are near them.

The split-screen ends and a single video pans across the inside of this building, showing
many thousands of chickens all packed together is played. Text appears over the video
reading “DOES THIS LOOK FREE RANGE TO YOU?”.

The screen flickers and cuts to a white background with black text reading “Sign now to
demand change for chickens.” The Animals Aotearoa logo, comprising the name of the
organisation with a yellow shape of a chicken next to it, replaces this text. Underneath is the
organisation’s website address: animalsaotearoa.org.


